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For three decadesn Marguerite Duras has been labeled primarily as a writer of sexual
desire. Despite her insistent portrayal of French colonial hegemony in South-East
Asia, the international feminist research of the 70s and 80s interpreted Duras's
fictions from a narrow psychoanalytical perspective, thereby reducing the
significance of her variations of romantic formula into mere Freudian-Lacanian
oedipal relationships. Neglecting the value of these elements as postcolonial tropes,
this sentimentalizing approach impoverishes the value of Duras's works as her life-
long effort to shed light onto the lived reality of French colonialism and its legacy.

My presentation investigates the possible reasons for this culturally pathognomonic
omission by viewing Duras's cycles as postcolonial trauma fiction. I introduce the
concept of trauma fiction as a critical reworking of historical traumas, outlined by
Cathy Caruth (1995,1996), and elaborated by Dominick LaCapra(2001,2004),
Michael Rothberg (2002), and Anne Whitehead (2004). Trauma fiction offers a
fruitful solution to Duras's famous, often controversial 'obsession'to repeat the same
themes and motifs from one work to another. Known as transgeneric cycles, her early
avant-garde multi-media - 'thöåtre-text-film'- evokes a highly stylized colonial
universe. This is enabled by her double position: as a colon (Winston 2001) in the
cultural and geographical borderzone in the inter-war Cambodia and Vietnam, and as
a European female writer in the French bourgeois climate of post-war
decolonization, followed by Vietnamese immi gration.

By way of serial continuity of the India Cycle, Duras circumvents the colonial
trauma as an eyewitness, who parallels and contrasts the na:ratives of the colonised
and the coloniser on both the individual and collective levels. This cycle portrays
colonial failure and disillusionment through four traumatizedprotagonistsl analogical
stories by depicting how comrption, madness, and death are corroding the Frencli
national superiority. What is more, the rivalry and collaboration between the British
Empire and France in Asia is mirrored in a special manner. Importantly, taking
distance from the face-value of these narratives by various metafictional techniques,
the India Cycle avoids reducing the unaccountable phenomenon of trauma to thåt of
a closure. Duras's modernist phantasm thus manages to deconstruct the exotic
mythical fiction of French'Indochina', produced during the French colonial period in
Asia.


